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Chapter 3141 Breakthrough point?_ 

Xia ruofei said calmly,”it’s not necessarily that optimistic. First of all; the supercomputer is only 

responsible for calculations; we have to build our own models and databases to crack the password; 

otherwise, even with the supercomputer; it can’t help us solve it out of thin air; In addition, 

supercomputers are generally found in large national scientific research institutions or large technology 

companies. The time of supercomputers has always been very tight, and we may not be able to 

coordinate it. There’s also the issue of confidentiality. Whether this token is called the five Saints token 

or the rising Dragon Token, even in the cultivation world, we should keep our mouths shut. Otherwise, it 

will inevitably cause a great uproar. As for the secular world, we can’t reveal it. ” 

Mu Sheng and Liu Mansha could not understand the part about supercomputers that Xia ruofei had 

mentioned. However, they agreed with the third point that he had mentioned. 

“Fellow Daoist Xia is right,” Liu Mansha said directly,”no matter what method we use to crack it, the 

premise is that we must ensure that the secret won’t be leaked out. Otherwise, it will definitely cause a 

great uproar in the cultivation world!” 

Chen Xuan nodded his head,”brother Xia is right, but at least we have a direction to go in!” We’ll just 

solve the problems you mentioned one by one. ” 

Xia ruofei smiled and asked,”the timing is not a problem. I know some influential friends in the secular 

world. I can ask them to help coordinate it. It should be fine.” However, How do I build the 

mathematical model to crack the floating point password? Which Chinese characters should he choose? 

What were their weights? We have to solve these problems ourselves. We can’t let others do it. ” 

“Brother Xia,” Chen Xuan said,”we can learn! I know a little about Computer Science, and I believe you 

know a lot too. Compared to the ordinary people in the secular world, our greatest advantage is that we 

can learn knowledge quickly and have a strong ability to understand. I believe that it won’t take too 

much time to solve these problems. At least, it’s faster than us calculating with the human brain!” 

“That’s true ...” Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.”But don’t forget, all of this is based on my previous 

deduction that each floating point represents a word! If I’m wrong, then all our work will be for nothing. 

” 

“Research is a process of constant trial and error!” Chen Xuan replied nonchalantly,”besides, this won’t 

take up too much of our time. I think it’s completely worth it! What do you think, seniors?” 

Liu Mansha and Mu Sheng also nodded without hesitation. The two of them said in unison,””I 

completely agree!” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh. He stood up and said,””Since everyone has the same opinion, let’s 

give it a try!” 

In fact, Xia ruofei was inclined to this judgment. 



Compared to the cultivators of the present, the nascent soul and primordial spirit stage experts in the 

ancient cultivation world were much stronger in all aspects of cultivation. If they couldn’t crack the 

code, how could the cultivators of the modern cultivation world do it? 

Xia ruofei felt that the only way to find a difference was from the speed of calculation. 

He believed that even the nascent soul and immortal soul Stage cultivators in the ancient cultivation 

world would be crushed by the Super computer in terms of computing speed! 

Perhaps, their cracking work this time could really use modern technology to find a breakthrough! 

Xia ruofei looked at the token on the table and pondered for a while before saying,””Two seniors, 

brother Chen, I think the first thing we need to do is to scan this floating point image, and it must be 

done with extremely high – definition scanning equipment!” 

Mu Sheng also stroked his beard and laughed.”Nephew Chen is right. We didn’t have any clue before. 

But now, at least we have a research direction.” 

Liu Mansha’s expression was somewhat excited as she said,”Fellow Daoist Xia’s discovery has indeed 

allowed us to take a big step towards the truth! If we continue to research in this direction, we might be 

able to make a breakthrough soon!” 

Xia ruofei saw how excited everyone was and wanted to pour cold water on them. 

The black dots on the surface of the floating point sphere might be undetectable to ordinary people, but 

under the detection of a cultivator’s spiritual power, they were completely undetectable. Xia ruofei 

didn’t believe that the nascent soul or even the immortal soul Stage cultivators in the ancient cultivation 

world wouldn’t notice it. 

Such an obvious clue, yet they were unable to make any substantial discoveries. What did this mean? 

It meant that it would not be easy to decipher the content of the floating point. 

Furthermore, Xia ruofei had some basic knowledge of cryptography during his military service. From a 

cryptography point of view, even if Xia ruofei’s guess was correct, each floating point represented a 

word. The black spots on the surface of the floating Points corresponded to different words according to 

the style of the different sections. It was extremely difficult to decipher the meaning of the floating 

Points based on these. 

Over three thousand Floating Points were equivalent to over three thousand samples. 

And some of them were repeated. 

They could start with these repeated Floating Points and list out the possible words. Then, they could 

make an arrangement according to the level of the possibility and replace these Floating Points with the 

corresponding words. Then, together with the context, they could deduce the words represented by the 

other Floating Points. 

This was a process of constant trial and error and constant trial and error. 



In theory, the first step was the most difficult. As more and more Floating Points were deciphered, the 

speed of cracking the later steps would also become faster and faster. This was because there would be 

more Floating Points converted into context as a reference. 

No matter what, the amount of calculation required was an astronomical figure. 

Xia ruofei made some speculations and finally understood why the ancient cultivation world had been 

unable to produce any results after 50 years of research. 

“Two seniors, brother Chen, I’m afraid things aren’t as simple as they seem. There are countless 

possibilities to deduce the content of more than 3000 words from these Floating Points alone. To try all 

of these possibilities, it might take decades. ” 

Mu Sheng found it unbelievable and said,””Little brother Xia, I don’t think it’s that exaggerated! It’s only 

a total of three thousand plus Floating Points!” 

Mu Sheng thought from the perspective of a golden core stage cultivator. Because they had strong 

spiritual power and high brain development, their thinking speed was much faster than ordinary people. 

He felt that it wouldn’t take long to try it word by word. 

Three to five years would be the maximum! 

How could it be impossible to complete it in decades? 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”sect leader mu, let me give you an example.” Currently, there are about two 

to three thousand Chinese characters that are commonly used. If it is the ones that are used more 

frequently, there are at least one to two hundred of them. In other words, even if he only checked for 

high – frequency Chinese characters, there were one to two hundred possibilities for these Floating 

Points that had appeared many times. And for every single floating point deciphered, we will have to 

multiply it by two to three thousand. In addition, we will have to take into account the age of this token 

and the difference between the words of that time and the words of today ... The final amount of 

calculation may be beyond our imagination!” 

“Uncle mu, brother Xia is right,” Chen Xuan added. I’ve heard that some organizations in the secular 

world that study code – cracking use super – computers with extremely fast computing speed to do their 

work because it’s completely human ...” 

Suddenly, Chen Xuan stopped and looked at Xia ruofei. Both of their eyes lit up and they shouted in 

unison,””Supercomputers!” 

“What chicken? Wasn’t chicken supposed to be eaten? How can you help us solve the secret of the 

token?” Mu Sheng was confused. 

Mu Sheng did not know much about the secular world, and he was not interested in modern 

technology. 

In comparison, his son Mu Jianfei was still a young man, so he was more or less familiar with the secular 

world. 

Chapter 3142 Going to the capital (1) 



On the Clearwater flying boat, Chen Xuan took out some high – quality tea leaves for everyone to enjoy. 

Although he had already given the last bit of wild tea he brought to Xia ruofei, the flying boat naturally 

did not lack good tea leaves. 

“Brother Xia, the first heaven society doesn’t have a large business in the secular world, but we have an 

office in the capital. When we arrive in the capital today, let me settle the place for you!” Chen Xuan 

chuckled. 

Hearing this, Song Wei smiled and said,”Brother Chen, the capital is ruofei’s territory. Of course, he’ll 

settle the accommodation!” 

“Yeah!” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”if not, wouldn’t that be a slap to my face?” 

Mu Sheng laughed and said,”isn’t little brother Xia’s territory in the three mountains?” How did the 

capital become your territory?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’m sorry, sect leader mu. I don’t have much territory, but I have many 

friends in the capital. I’ve also bought some properties ... By the way, let’s stay at my house today!” I 

bought a courtyard house in liuhai Lane in the capital. It’s quite spacious. ” 

“Siheyuan?” Liu Mansha smiled and said,”is it an ancient building? This is quite to my liking!” 

“It’s not particularly old. It’s a Qing Dynasty building with some renovations done at the back.” Xia ruofei 

said with a smile. 

“That’s good!” “It’s a deal then. We’ll stay at brother Xia’s house today!” Chen Xuan said. 

“Oh, right. Brother Xia,” Chen Xuan continued,”have you thought of who you can find to coordinate with 

the people in the Forbidden City?” 

Before Xia ruofei could reply, Song Wei asked curiously,””RUO Fei, you’re going to the Forbidden City for 

business?” 

“We want to borrow the high – definition scanning equipment from the Forbidden City’s Natural 

Museum,” Xia ruofei explained.”Song Rui or brother Zhao should be able to help us with this, right?” 

Song Wei laughed and said,”why do you have to go so far?” You’re looking for my help!” 

“You?” Xia ruofei could not help but turn to look at Song Wei. Then, he realized. 

He patted his forehead with a bitter smile and said,””I’m really giving up what’s near and seeking what’s 

far! I almost forgot that you major in archeology. You must have been in contact with the relic 

restoration team of the Forbidden City’s Natural Museum, right?” 

Song Wei smiled and nodded. 

“Is it okay to borrow equipment from them?” Xia ruofei asked. 

“What problem could there be?” Song Wei said,”just leave it to me! When we arrive in Beijing, I’ll make 

a few calls first. As long as they don’t have a lot of cultural relics that need to be scanned, then it’ll be 

fine!” 



“Alright!” Xia ruofei said. 

Then, he chuckled and said to Chen Xuan,””Brother Chen, look, the problem has been solved ...” 

Chen Xuan was speechless. Xia ruofei had not even thought of who to ask for help. Whoever he caught 

was the one he was looking for! 

However, this also showed that Xia ruofei did not think much of the equipment. Chen Xuan was relieved. 

Although the speed of the Clearwater flying boat was not as fast as Xia ruofei’s Black flying boat, it only 

took about an hour to travel from the three mountains to the capital. 

After chatting for a while, the airboat was already close to the sky above the capital. 

The Clearwater flying boat hovered above a secluded alley near the siheyuan. Everyone jumped off the 

flying boat, and Chen Xuan kept it. 

Everyone followed Xia ruofei and walked along the alley for a while before they arrived at the main 

entrance of Xia ruofei’s courtyard house. 

Liu Mansha and Mu Sheng couldn’t help but sigh in admiration when they saw the spacious and bright 

door. 

At their age, although they had not experienced the Qing Dynasty, most of their childhood living 

environments were buildings of this style. Furthermore, all of these cultivation sects had ancient 

buildings. Hence, when they saw this courtyard house, they naturally felt a sense of familiarity. 

Xia ruofei used his fingerprint to unlock the door. Then, he turned around and said with a 

smile,”Everyone, please come in!” 

There were also security guards living in the side rooms on the side of the main entrance. They were 

comrades recruited by Wu Qiang. 

After hearing the sound, the veteran had already walked out of the penthouse and saw Xia ruofei 

walking in. 

The veteran was so scared that he quickly stood at attention and shouted,””Mr. Xia, you’re back!” 

Xia ruofei’s return was very sudden. He did not inform them to prepare a room or to pick him up. 

However, under Wu Qiang’s leadership, the staff of the courtyard house had kept the place in order. 

Everyone had their own duties and did their best to complete their work, so they were not afraid of Xia 

ruofei’s sudden attack. The veteran just felt that it was a little sudden. 

Xia ruofei nodded with a smile and said,”tell the kitchen to make more dishes. I’m inviting my friends to 

dinner.” Also ... Clean up the guest rooms in the middle courtyard. My friends are staying here today. ” 

“Yes! Mr. Xia!” The veteran quickly said. 

Xia ruofei continued to lead the group inside while introducing the siheyuan to them. 

In the capital, it was rare to see such a large and perfectly restored courtyard house. Naturally, everyone 

was full of admiration. 



After passing through the moon gate, everyone arrived at the middle courtyard where the master lived. 

Right in the middle of the room was a row of three rooms that were connected to the main room. There 

were also many guest rooms on both sides of the room, more than enough for Chen Xuan and the 

others to stay in. 

Wu Qiang had already rushed over from the backyard after receiving the notice from the main gate. 

Chapter 3143 Heading to the capital (2) 

“Boss!” Wu Qiang called out respectfully. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”Wu Qiang, ask sister – in – Law to prepare some of her signature dishes. 

Also, bring a box of Drunken Eight Immortals from my wine cellar to the backyard. I’m going to invite my 

friends to dinner tonight!” 

“Yes!” Wu Qiang replied. 

“Prepare the car. We should be using it tomorrow morning.” Xia ruofei said. 

It was already afternoon when they set off from the three mountains. The sky was gradually darkening, 

so it would take at least the next morning for them to reach the Forbidden City. 

Xia ruofei looked at the people present and said,””The car can’t fit all of them. Give brother Zhao a call 

and borrow two commercial cars and two drivers from the club. Drive over here tomorrow morning!” 

“Yes!” Wu Qiang replied. 

Zhao Yongjun was Wuqiang’s old leader. They usually kept in contact. Since Xia ruofei asked to borrow a 

car, Zhao Yongjun naturally wouldn’t say no. 

“En, if there’s nothing else, you can go!” Xia ruofei said,”tell all the staff that they are not allowed to 

enter this courtyard without permission. I have something important to discuss with my friend!” 

“Understood!” Wu Qiang said,”boss, I’ll go down first!” 

Xia ruofei nodded slightly. Wu Qiang bowed to everyone and left the courtyard quietly. He even closed 

the door to the backyard. 

Song Wei went to the side to make a call to her friends in the cultural relic restoration team of the 

Forbidden City’s Natural Museum. Xia ruofei personally led everyone to their rooms. 

There were plenty of rooms here, so everyone picked a guest room each. 

After that, Xia ruofei brought everyone to his master bedroom. 

The room in the middle of the master bedroom and the room on the right were completely connected. 

It was basically an open space. Usually, it was very good to entertain friends here. It was not a problem 

to even have a small party. 

Xia ruofei waited for everyone to take their seats before he took out some tea leaves from the medium 

and started to brew tea. 



At this moment, Song Wei walked in with a phone in her hand. She smiled and said,””I’ve already 

contacted them. Tomorrow from 9 to 10 am, all the equipment will be for our use. Is there enough 

time?” 

“That’s enough!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”it’s just a small scan! You’ve worked hard, Wei Wei! Sit 

down and have some tea!” 

As everyone sat around the coffee table, Chen Xuan placed the token on the table. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but pick up the token and look at the floating Points on it carefully, especially 

the floating Points with the repeated black dots. However, he couldn’t figure out anything even after 

racking his brain! 

He also knew that it would not be easy to achieve any results in such a short period of time. Otherwise, 

the Masters of the ancient cultivation world would not be at a loss. The reason why the rising Dragon 

Token was an unsolved case in the ancient cultivation world was because it was difficult to solve. 

“It seems like I can only place my hopes on the supercomputer,” Xia ruofei thought to himself. 

On the Clearwater flying boat, Chen Xuan took out some high – quality tea leaves for everyone to enjoy. 

Although he had already given the last bit of wild tea he brought to Xia ruofei, the flying boat naturally 

did not lack good tea leaves. 

“Brother Xia, the first heaven society doesn’t have a large business in the secular world, but we have an 

office in the capital. When we arrive in the capital today, let me settle the place for you!” Chen Xuan 

chuckled. 

Hearing this, Song Wei smiled and said,”Brother Chen, the capital is ruofei’s territory. Of course, he’ll 

settle the accommodation!” 

“Yeah!” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”if not, wouldn’t that be a slap to my face?” 

Mu Sheng laughed and said,”isn’t little brother Xia’s territory in the three mountains?” How did the 

capital become your territory?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’m sorry, sect leader mu. I don’t have much territory, but I have many 

friends in the capital. I’ve also bought some properties ... By the way, let’s stay at my house today!” I 

bought a courtyard house in liuhai Lane in the capital. It’s quite spacious. ” 

“Siheyuan?” Liu Mansha smiled and said,”is it an ancient building? This is quite to my liking!” 

“It’s not particularly old. It’s a Qing Dynasty building with some renovations done at the back.” Xia ruofei 

said with a smile. 

“That’s good!” “It’s a deal then. We’ll stay at brother Xia’s house today!” Chen Xuan said. 

“Oh, right. Brother Xia,” Chen Xuan continued,”have you thought of who you can find to coordinate with 

the people in the Forbidden City?” 

Before Xia ruofei could reply, Song Wei asked curiously,””RUO Fei, you’re going to the Forbidden City for 

business?” 



“We want to borrow the high – definition scanning equipment from the Forbidden City’s Natural 

Museum,” Xia ruofei explained.”Song Rui or brother Zhao should be able to help us with this, right?” 

Song Wei laughed and said,”why do you have to go so far?” You’re looking for my help!” 

“You?” Xia ruofei could not help but turn to look at Song Wei. Then, he realized. 

He patted his forehead with a bitter smile and said,””I’m really giving up what’s near and seeking what’s 

far! I almost forgot that you major in archeology. You must have been in contact with the relic 

restoration team of the Forbidden City’s Natural Museum, right?” 

Song Wei smiled and nodded. 

“Is it okay to borrow equipment from them?” Xia ruofei asked. 

“What problem could there be?” Song Wei said,”just leave it to me! When we arrive in Beijing, I’ll make 

a few calls first. As long as they don’t have a lot of cultural relics that need to be scanned, then it’ll be 

fine!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei said. 

Then, he chuckled and said to Chen Xuan,””Brother Chen, look, the problem has been solved ...” 

Chen Xuan was speechless. Xia ruofei had not even thought of who to ask for help. Whoever he caught 

was the one he was looking for! 

However, this also showed that Xia ruofei did not think much of the equipment. Chen Xuan was relieved. 

Although the speed of the Clearwater flying boat was not as fast as Xia ruofei’s Black flying boat, it only 

took about an hour to travel from the three mountains to the capital. 

After chatting for a while, the airboat was already close to the sky above the capital. 

The Clearwater flying boat hovered above a secluded alley near the siheyuan. Everyone jumped off the 

flying boat, and Chen Xuan kept it. 

Everyone followed Xia ruofei and walked along the alley for a while before they arrived at the main 

entrance of Xia ruofei’s courtyard house. 

Liu Mansha and Mu Sheng couldn’t help but sigh in admiration when they saw the spacious and bright 

door. 

At their age, although they had not experienced the Qing Dynasty, most of their childhood living 

environments were buildings of this style. Furthermore, all of these cultivation sects had ancient 

buildings. Hence, when they saw this courtyard house, they naturally felt a sense of familiarity. 

Xia ruofei used his fingerprint to unlock the door. Then, he turned around and said with a 

smile,”Everyone, please come in!” 

Security guards were also living in the side rooms on the side of the main entrance. They were comrades 

recruited by Wu Qiang. 



After hearing the sound, the veteran had already walked out of the penthouse and saw Xia ruofei 

walking in. 

The veteran was so scared that he quickly stood at attention and shouted,””Mr. Xia, you’re back!” 

... 

Xia ruofei’s return was very sudden. He did not inform them to prepare a room or to pick him up. 

However, under Wu Qiang’s leadership, the staff of the courtyard house had kept the place in order. 

Everyone had their own duties and did their best to complete their work, so they were not afraid of Xia 

ruofei’s sudden attack. The veteran just felt that it was a little sudden. 

Xia ruofei nodded with a smile and said,”tell the kitchen to make more dishes. I’m inviting my friends to 

dinner.” Also ... Clean up the guest rooms in the middle courtyard. My friends are staying here today. ” 

“Yes! Mr. Xia!” The veteran quickly said. 

Xia ruofei continued to lead the group inside while introducing the siheyuan to them. Xia ruofei nodded 

with a smile and said,”tell the kitchen to make more dishes. I’m inviting my friends to dinner.” Also ... 

Clean up the guest rooms in the middle courtyard. My friends are staying here today. ” 

“Yes! Mr. Xia!” The veteran quickly said. 

Xia ruofei continued to lead the group inside while introducing the siheyuan to them. 

Chapter 3144 High – definition image (1) 

The relic restoration team’s high – definition scanning equipment was specially customized. A high – 

resolution professional camera was fixed on it. It moved slowly and steadily on the guide rail and could 

clearly scan the relic. Even if it was magnified a hundred times, it would still be extremely clear. It could 

be said that it was detailed. 

Everyone came to the East Room. Luo gang skillfully turned on the power supply of the equipment and 

the computer. After some simple debugging, he nodded at Song Wei and said, “It’s ready. If you want to 

scan anything, just leave it to me. ” 

Chen Xuan turned to look at Xia ruofei. Seeing Xia ruofei nod his head, he passed the token to Luo gang. 

Everyone in the room was a cultivator. Naturally, no one was worried about what Luo gang, an ordinary 

person, could do. 

Luo gang fixed the token on the table, then operated the equipment while smiling and said,””According 

to little song’s request, I’ve adjusted it to the highest resolution. I guarantee that the scan will be 

extremely clear, and every detail will be perfectly preserved!” 

“Thank you, teacher Luo!” Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. 

In the slight buzzing sound of the motor, the stand holding the high – resolution camera moved gently 

on the guide rail and slowly passed over the token. 

At the same time, the computer next to him had already displayed the picture of the token. 



Because the file was a Little Big, the pictures were basically presented in parts. 

A few minutes later, the scan was completed. 

Luo gang walked in front of the computer and was about to enlarge the image generated by the scan to 

show everyone the effect of the following details. 

Xia ruofei said,”teacher Luo, there’s no need to look!” How can we not trust the professional equipment 

of the Natural History Institute?” 

Luo gang laughed and said,”professional equipment can make mistakes sometimes!” You really don’t 

need to see if the scanning results meet the requirements?” 

Xia ruofei shook his head.”There’s really no need. We’ll just have to trouble teacher Luo to make a copy 

of the original file for us.” 

This kind of high – resolution, non – loss format picture was relatively large, but after all, it was only a 

picture file. Moreover, the token was not like some paintings and paintings, which were easily a few 

square meters. The token was only a little bigger than an adult’s palm. The scanning range was small, so 

the file was naturally relatively small. 

“That’s no problem!” Luo gang laughed and said. 

Xia ruofei took out a high – Capacity USB from his pocket and handed it to Luo gang.””I’ll have to trouble 

teacher Luo!” 

Luo gang quickly copied the scanned source file into the USB drive. 

After Xia ruofei took the USB, he said,””Teacher Luo, I’ll have to trouble you to delete the scan records 

and source files in the computer. A friend asked us to help do this. He repeatedly reminded us to keep it 

confidential. Since it involves trade secrets ...” 

“I understand! I understand!” Luo gang didn’t take it to heart as he chuckled and nodded. 

Then, in front of Xia ruofei and the others, he delightedly deleted all the scanned records and generated 

source files on the computer. He even cleared the cache. 

Originally, Luo gang thought that this token was simple and elegant. He wanted to study the image 

generated by the scan when he had the time to see what era it was from. 

People who dealt in cultural relics were always excited when they saw something good. However, since 

Xia ruofei and the others had a request, he would not force them. 

The cultural relics in the Forbidden City’s Natural History Department were as vast as the ocean, and 

they could not be studied in a lifetime. Naturally, he would not be angry over a token. 

“Thank you for your understanding, teacher Luo!” Xia ruofei said. 

Then, he took out an envelope that he had prepared earlier from his bag and stuffed it into Luo gang’s 

hand. He said,””Teacher Luo, it’s just a small token of appreciation. You can keep it to buy some tea!” 



Luo gang’s face immediately turned red. He quickly pushed her away and said,””What are you doing? 

Hurry up and take it back! Little song! Ask your friend to take this back!” 

Xia ruofei did not expect Luo gang to have such a big reaction. He originally thought that it was only 

human nature for him to express his gratitude since he had helped. He did not think too much about it. 

He didn’t expect the expert from the Forbidden City’s Natural History Department to be so strong. When 

he saw the envelope in his hand, he pushed it away as if his hand was burned by charcoal. 

Song Wei used her eyes to signal Xia ruofei to keep the envelope. Then, she explained,”Teacher Luo, 

RUO Fei didn’t mean anything else. He just wanted to express his gratitude! He doesn’t know your rules 

...” 

Then, Song Wei said in a reproachful tone,””Ruofei, you don’t know this, but teacher Luo never accepts 

money! Otherwise, with his status in the field of relic restoration, the people who come to him to ask 

him to restore and appraise the relics would break the threshold!” 

“Teacher Luo has the true spirit of a scholar!” Xia ruofei praised,”I was being rude! Please forgive me, 

teacher Luo. ” 

Luo gang was a typical intellectual. After Xia ruofei and Song Wei complimented him, his anger 

immediately disappeared. Instead, he became embarrassed and waved his hand. “I’m not as good as 

you guys say. It’s just that I don’t care about fame and fortune. I just want to do research in peace ...” 

“Mr. Luo,” Xia ruofei said,”you don’t have to accept the thank you fee, but to express our gratitude, we 

can give you some tea leaves that we made at home. That shouldn’t be a problem, right?” 

“Made at home?” Luo gang was a person who loved tea. After hearing Xia ruofei’s words, he couldn’t 

help but ask suspiciously. 

Chapter 3145 High – definition image (2) 

Xia ruofei nodded.”It’s definitely from our own tea mountain. It’s handmade. There’s no nice packaging, 

but it tastes good!” 

“Well ...” Luo gang hesitated for a moment and said,”it’s nothing, but you don’t have to be so polite ...” 

Luo gang felt that the tea leaves that he made should not be worth much. He was just a simple man, but 

he was not pedantic or ignorant of the ways of the world. Xia ruofei had sincerely expressed his 

gratitude, so it would be inappropriate for him to keep him at a distance. 

“I should! I should!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”and the tea leaves are in the car. Please wait a 

moment!” 

Xia ruofei then led Chen Xuan and the rest out of the small courtyard. They walked to the parking lot not 

far away and took out a bag of Da Hong Pao tea leaves that Xia Qing had personally made and grown in 

the spirit map space. He asked Chen Xuan and the rest to wait in the parking lot while he and Song Wei 

walked back. 

Xia ruofei did not lie. These tea leaves were his family’s property and were handmade. 



However, these tea leaves were cut from the mother tree, Da Hong Pao, which had already stopped 

harvesting. Hence, Xia ruofei’s tea leaves should be the most authentic Da Hong Pao tea leaves now. 

In addition to the environment of the spirit map space and Xia Qing’s tea – making skills, it could be said 

that Xia ruofei’s bag of tea leaves was much better than the Taoyuan Dahongpao that was sold on the 

market for thousands of Yuan per catty. 

In terms of value, this packet of tea leaves was much more valuable than the cash in the envelope. 

In the small courtyard, Luo gang saw the tea leaves in a paper bag that Xia ruofei had brought over. He 

finally confirmed that these were not high – end tea leaves that could be found on the market and 

happily accepted them. 

After Xia ruofei and Song Wei expressed their gratitude to Luo gang again, they left the courtyard and 

returned to the parking lot. 

The morning rush hour was almost over. It took them about 20 minutes to return to the courtyard in 

liuhai Lane. 

The relic restoration team’s high – definition scanning equipment was specially customized. A high – 

resolution professional camera was fixed on it. It moved slowly and steadily on the guide rail and could 

clearly scan the relic. Even if it was magnified a hundred times, it would still be extremely clear. It could 

be said that it was detailed. 

Everyone came to the East Room. Luo gang skillfully turned on the power supply of the equipment and 

the computer. After some simple debugging, he nodded at Song Wei and said, “It’s ready. If you want to 

scan anything, just leave it to me. ” 

Chen Xuan turned to look at Xia ruofei. Seeing Xia ruofei nod his head, he passed the token to Luo gang. 

Everyone in the room was a cultivator. Naturally, no one was worried about what Luo gang, an ordinary 

person, could do. 

Luo gang fixed the token on the table, then operated the equipment while smiling and said,””According 

to little song’s request, I’ve adjusted it to the highest resolution. I guarantee that the scan will be 

extremely clear, and every detail will be perfectly preserved!” 

“Thank you, teacher Luo!” Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. 

In the slight buzzing sound of the motor, the stand holding the high – resolution camera moved gently 

on the guide rail and slowly passed over the token. 

At the same time, the computer next to him had already displayed the picture of the token. 

Because the file was a Little Big, the pictures were basically presented in parts. 

A few minutes later, the scan was completed. 

Luo gang walked in front of the computer and was about to enlarge the image generated by the scan to 

show everyone the effect of the following details. 



Xia ruofei said,”teacher Luo, there’s no need to look!” How can we not trust the professional equipment 

of the Natural History Institute?” 

Luo gang laughed and said,”professional equipment can make mistakes sometimes!” You really don’t 

need to see if the scanning results meet the requirements?” 

Xia ruofei shook his head.”There’s really no need. We’ll just have to trouble teacher Luo to make a copy 

of the original file for us.” 

This kind of high – resolution, non – loss format picture was relatively large, but after all, it was only a 

picture file. Moreover, the token was not like some paintings and paintings, which were easily a few 

square meters. The token was only a little bigger than an adult’s palm. The scanning range was small, so 

the file was naturally relatively small. 

“That’s no problem!” Luo gang said with a smile. 

Xia ruofei took out a high – Capacity USB from his pocket and handed it to Luo gang.””I’ll have to trouble 

teacher Luo!” 

Luo gang quickly copied the scanned source file into the USB drive. 

After Xia ruofei took the USB, he said,””Teacher Luo, I’ll have to trouble you to delete the scan records 

and source files in the computer. A friend asked us to help do this. He repeatedly reminded us to keep it 

confidential. Since it involves trade secrets ...” 

“I understand! I understand!” Luo gang didn’t take it to heart as he chuckled and nodded. 

Then, in front of Xia ruofei and the others, he delightedly deleted all the scanned records and generated 

source files on the computer. He even cleared the cache. 

Originally, Luo gang thought that this token was simple and elegant. He wanted to study the image 

generated by the scan when he had the time to see what era it was from. 

People who dealt in cultural relics were always excited when they saw something good. However, since 

Xia ruofei and the others had a request, he would not force them. 

The cultural relics in the Forbidden City’s Natural History Department were as vast as the ocean, and 

they could not be studied in a lifetime. Naturally, he would not be angry over a token. 

“Thank you for your understanding, teacher Luo!” Xia ruofei said. 

Then, he took out an envelope that he had prepared earlier from his bag and stuffed it into Luo gang’s 

hand. He said,””Teacher Luo, it’s just a small token of appreciation. You can keep it to buy some tea!” 

Luo gang’s face immediately turned red. He quickly pushed her away and said,””What are you doing? 

Hurry up and take it back! Little song! Ask your friend to take this back!” 

Xia ruofei did not expect Luo gang to have such a big reaction. He originally thought that it was only 

human nature for him to express his gratitude since he had helped. He did not think too much about it. 

He didn’t expect the expert from the Forbidden City’s Natural History Department to be so strong. When 

he saw the envelope in his hand, he pushed it away as if his hand was burned by charcoal. 



Song Wei used her eyes to signal Xia ruofei to keep the envelope. Then, she explained,”Teacher Luo, 

RUO Fei didn’t mean anything else. He just wanted to express his gratitude! He doesn’t know your rules 

...” 

Then, Song Wei said in a reproachful tone,””Ruofei, you don’t know this, but teacher Luo never accepts 

money! Otherwise, with his status in the field of relic restoration, the people who come to him to ask 

him to restore and appraise the relics would break the threshold!” 

“Teacher Luo has the true spirit of a scholar!” Xia ruofei praised,”I was being rude! Please forgive me, 

teacher Luo. ” 

Luo gang was a typical intellectual. After Xia ruofei and Song Wei complimented him, his anger 

immediately disappeared. Instead, he became embarrassed and waved his hand. “I’m not as good as 

you guys say. It’s just that I don’t care about fame and fortune. I just want to do research in peace ...” 

“Mr. Luo,” Xia ruofei said,”you don’t have to accept the thank you fee, but to express our gratitude, we 

can give you some tea leaves that we made at home. That shouldn’t be a problem, right?” 

“Made at home?” Luo gang was a person who loved tea. After hearing Xia ruofei’s words, he couldn’t 

help but ask suspiciously. 

Xia ruofei nodded.”It’s definitely from our own tea mountain. It’s handmade. There’s no nice packaging, 

but it tastes good!” 

“Well ...” Luo gang hesitated for a moment and said,”it’s nothing, but you don’t have to be so polite ...” 

Luo gang felt that the tea leaves that he made should not be worth much. He was just a simple man, but 

he was not pedantic or ignorant of the ways of the world. Since Xia ruofei had sincerely expressed his 

gratitude, it would not be appropriate for him to reject him. 

Chapter 3146 Everything is in place (1) 

    Xia ruofei and Chen Xuan were searching for relevant information on the computer while Mu Sheng, 

Liu Mansha, and the others were drinking tea and chatting. After all, other than Xia ruofei and Chen 

Xuan, the others knew nothing about the relevant knowledge and could not help much. 

  At this moment, Xia ruofei's phone rang. He took it out and looked at the display. It was Zhao Yongjun. 

He stood up and said,""Brother Chen, you go ahead. I'm going to take a call." 

  Chen Xuan nodded his head with a smile."Alright!" 

  Xia ruofei picked up the phone and walked out of the room. At the same time, he answered the 

call."Big brother Zhao!" 

  Zhao Yongjun laughed heartily and said,"ruofei, are you done with your work?" You shouldn't have 

come to the capital without us first!" 

  Zhao Yongjun knew that Xia ruofei had arrived in the capital city yesterday because Wu Qiang had 

asked him to borrow a car. However, he heard that Xia ruofei was busy, so he didn't disturb Xia ruofei. It 

was only when Xia ruofei returned to the club with the car that Zhao Yongjun called. 



  Xia ruofei chuckled."I've come to the capital at the last minute. I do have some things to do. Brother 

Zhao, you won't blame me for my lack of manners, will you?" 

  "Strange! Of course I'm to blame!" Zhao Yongjun laughed and said,"you'll have to drink at least three 

glasses as punishment! Otherwise, it'll be hard to calm my anger!" 

  Xia ruofei laughed and said,"no problem!" Not to mention three cups, even if it's thirty cups, three 

hundred cups, as long as big brother Zhao says the word, this little brother will drink it without 

hesitation!" 

  "Straightforward!" Zhao Yongjun said,"by the way, ruofei, I heard from the club's driver that you've 

brought a lot of friends to Beijing this time? I'll make some arrangements! As a good host, we'll do it in 

our own club, how about it?" 

  Xia ruofei quickly said,"brother Zhao, there's really no need for that!" These friends of mine are all 

intellectuals who study cultural relics. They have no interest in social activities at all. Well ... They just 

came back from the Forbidden City, and now they're all going back to their rooms to study the 

materials, so you don't have to work! When I'm almost done here, I'll go and have a drink with my 

brothers!" 

  Two of the cars heading to the Forbidden City were from the club. Zhao Yongjun naturally knew where 

they were going, so he didn't doubt Xia ruofei's excuse at all. He smiled and said,""Alright then! Since 

he's your friend, I'll respect your opinion! However, if you need any help in the capital, don't hide it! Just 

say it! Your big brother Zhao still has some face in forty - nine city! Ordinary things can't stump me!" 

  Hearing this, Xia ruofei's heart skipped a beat. He smiled and said,""Brother Zhao, now that you 

mention it, I do remember something that I might need your help with. I just don't know if it'll be too 

troublesome!" 

  "You bastard! Why are you being so polite with me? Are we still brothers?" Zhao Yongjun pretended to 

be angry,"hurry up and tell me! Don't talk nonsense!" 

  Xia ruofei chuckled and said,"do you know anyone from the major universities in Beijing?" It's best if 

you have a leadership position. " 

  Zhao Yongjun was slightly stunned, then smiled.""Why are you suddenly asking about this? Don't tell 

me you want to further your studies in University? With your net worth, you don't need to further your 

studies! Or ... Do you want to pick up female students? I'm telling you, you can't let sister - in - Law 

down!" 

  Xia ruofei didn't know whether to laugh or cry,"what does this have to do with me?" I would like to 

consult some experts and professors in the University. It would be best if they could give us some special 

lessons. " 

  Zhao Yongjun laughed,"you really want to change your profession and become a scholar?." 

  "Big brother Zhao, just tell me if you can or not!" Xia ruofei said. 

  "No problem!" Zhao Yongjun replied readily. How could a man say no? Go ahead! What kind of expert 

was he looking for? I'll think of a way for you!" 



  "It's mainly related to computers, such as databases, modeling, and supercomputers ..."Xia ruofei said. 

  "Wait a minute!" Zhao Yongjun said,"I'll take notes! I know all the words you've said, but I don't even 

know what they are when put together!" 

  "Okay, okay, okay, I'll speak slowly!" Xia ruofei smiled. 

  "Yes, yes!" Zhao Yongjun said,"alright, you can speak now." 

  "Experts in computer software. It's best if they have more research in the fields of databases, modeling, 

and supercomputers." Xia ruofei said slowly. 

  "Software ... Database ... Modeling ... Supercomputer ..." Zhao Yongjun said as he wrote."Okay! I'll 

immediately carry out boss Xia's instructions! Just wait for my news!" 

  "Thanks!" Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

  "You're too polite!" Zhao Yongjun said,"when you're done, just remember to come and have a drink 

with me!" 

  "Don't worry! "I can't forget ..." Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

  After hanging up the phone, Xia ruofei returned to the house and smiled.""The matter of inviting the 

expert to give a lecture has been settled. I've already asked a friend to contact him. It shouldn't be a big 

problem!" 

  "That's great!" Chen Xuan smiled and replied,"I've already found some information and made a list. I 

think we can first find a large library and self - study the relevant knowledge. Otherwise, we won't know 

anything when we meet an expert. We won't even know where to start asking questions!" 

  "Hahaha! That makes sense!" Xia ruofei smiled and said,"why don't we ... Go now! The information in 

the National Library is definitely complete! It's not far from here, so how about we go there?" 
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“I agree!” Chen Xuan said. 

After the two of them had finished their discussion, Xia ruofei turned around and said,””Sect leader mu, 

Valley master Liu, brother Chen and I are going to the National Library to look up some relevant 

information. You can stay here and rest for a while! If you have any needs, just ask Wu Qiang in the 

backyard, he will satisfy you!” 

“Okay, then I’ll have to trouble little brother Xia and nephew Chen!” Mu Sheng said with a smile. 

“It’s not hard, but it’s more interesting to learn some new knowledge!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Then, Xia ruofei turned to Ling Qingxue and Song Wei and said,””Qingxue, Weiwei, you two come with 

me! Didn’t Wei Wei also need to check the thesis information? There’s no delay!” 

Naturally, Xia ruofei was still considering safety. He always wanted to bring his two close female friends 

with him. After all, Mu Sheng and Liu Mansha were both intermediate stage golden core cultivators. If 

they had any ill intentions, the consequences would be very serious. 



Song Wei and Ling Qingxue nodded with a smile. 

The four of them went straight to the backyard. Xia ruofei first called Wu Qiang over and gave him some 

instructions. He told him not to disturb the guests in the middle courtyard. If the guests had any needs, 

he must do his best to satisfy them. 

Wu Qiang naturally nodded in agreement. When he saw that Xia ruofei was about to leave, he quickly 

said,”Boss, I’ll drive you there ...” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,”you can stay at home.” I can drive by myself ...” 

“Yes!” Wu Qiang nodded and said. 

Xia ruofei and the rest got into the Elfa van. Xia ruofei drove the car himself while Chen Xuan 

gentlemanly gave the two most comfortable seats in the middle to the two ladies. He then sat in the 

front passenger seat. 

After leaving the courtyard house, Xia ruofei drove the Toyota Elfa to the National Library. 

When they arrived at the library, the four of them first applied for a library card each, and then began to 

look up information. 

After searching on the computer, Xia ruofei and Chen Xuan each took a large stack of books and sat 

down in the reading area. They started to read. 

Meanwhile, Song Wei and Ling Qingxue each found a few books that they were interested in and sat 

down on either side of Xia ruofei. 

Looking at Xia ruofei, who was surrounded by women, Chen Xuan could not help but feel envious. 

However, it was only a momentary envy. Chen Xuan was so engrossed in cultivation that he had no 

intention of finding a Dao partner for the time being. 

Xia ruofei and Chen Xuan were searching for relevant information on the computer while Mu Sheng, Liu 

Mansha, and the others were drinking tea and chatting. After all, other than Xia ruofei and Chen Xuan, 

the others knew nothing about the relevant knowledge and could not help much. 

At this moment, Xia ruofei’s phone rang. He took it out and looked at the display. It was Zhao Yongjun. 

He stood up and said,””Brother Chen, you go ahead. I’m going to take a call.” 

Chen Xuan nodded his head with a smile.”Alright!” 

Xia ruofei picked up the phone and walked out of the room. At the same time, he answered the call.”Big 

brother Zhao!” 

Zhao Yongjun laughed heartily and said,”ruofei, are you done with your work?” You shouldn’t have 

come to the capital without us first!” 

Zhao Yongjun knew that Xia ruofei had arrived in the capital city yesterday because Wu Qiang had asked 

him to borrow a car. However, he heard that Xia ruofei was busy, so he didn’t disturb him. It was only 

when Xia ruofei returned to the club with the car that Zhao Yongjun called. 



Xia ruofei chuckled.”I’ve come to the capital at the last minute. I do have some things to do. Brother 

Zhao, you won’t blame me for my lack of manners, will you?” 

“Strange! Of course I’m to blame!” Zhao Yongjun laughed and said,”you’ll have to drink at least three 

glasses as punishment! Otherwise, it’ll be hard to calm my anger!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”no problem!” Not to mention three cups, even if it’s thirty cups, three 

hundred cups, as long as big brother Zhao says the word, this little brother will drink it without 

hesitation!” 

“Straightforward!” Zhao Yongjun said,”by the way, ruofei, I heard from the club’s driver that you’ve 

brought a lot of friends to Beijing this time? I’ll make some arrangements! As a good host, we’ll do it in 

our own club, how about it?” 

Xia ruofei quickly said,”brother Zhao, there’s really no need for that!” These friends of mine are all 

intellectuals who study cultural relics. They have no interest in social activities at all. Well ... They just 

came back from the Forbidden City, and now they’re all going back to their rooms to study the 

materials, so you don’t have to work! When I’m almost done here, I’ll go and have a drink with my 

brothers!” 

Two of the cars heading to the Forbidden City were from the club. Zhao Yongjun naturally knew where 

they were going, so he didn’t doubt Xia ruofei’s excuse at all. He smiled and said,””Alright then! Since 

he’s your friend, I’ll respect your opinion! However, if you need any help in the capital, don’t hide it! Just 

say it! Your big brother Zhao still has some face in forty – nine city! Ordinary things can’t stump me!” 

Hearing this, Xia ruofei’s heart skipped a beat. He smiled and said,””Brother Zhao, now that you mention 

it, I do remember something that I might need your help with. I just don’t know if it’ll be too 

troublesome!” 

“You bastard! Why are you being so polite with me? Are we still brothers?” Zhao Yongjun pretended to 

be angry,”hurry up and tell me! Don’t talk nonsense!” 

Xia ruofei chuckled and said,”do you know anyone from the major universities in Beijing?” It’s best if you 

have a leadership position. ” 

Zhao Yongjun was slightly stunned, then smiled.””Why are you suddenly asking about this? Don’t tell me 

you want to further your studies in University? With your net worth, you don’t need to further your 

studies! Or ... Do you want to pick up female students? I’m telling you, you can’t let sister – in – Law 

down!” 

Xia ruofei didn’t know whether to laugh or cry,”what does this have to do with me?” I would like to 

consult some experts and professors in the University. It would be best if they could give us some special 

lessons. ” 

Zhao Yongjun laughed,”you really want to change your profession and become a scholar?.” 

“Big brother Zhao, just tell me if you can or not!” Xia ruofei said. 

“No problem!” Zhao Yongjun replied readily. How could a man say no? Go ahead! What kind of expert 

was he looking for? I’ll think of a way for you!” 



“It’s mainly related to computers, such as databases, modeling, and supercomputers ...”Xia ruofei said. 

“Wait a minute!” Zhao Yongjun said,”I’ll take notes! I know all the words you’ve said, but I don’t even 

know what they are when put together!” 

“Okay, okay, okay, I’ll speak slowly!” Xia ruofei smiled. 

“Yes, yes!” Zhao Yongjun said,”alright, you can speak now.” 

“Experts in computer software. It’s best if they have more research in the fields of databases, modeling, 

and supercomputers.” Xia ruofei said slowly. 

“Software ... Database ... Modeling ... Supercomputer ...” Zhao Yongjun said as he wrote.”Okay! I’ll 

immediately carry out boss Xia’s instructions! Just wait for my news!” 

“Thanks!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“You’re too polite!” Zhao Yongjun said,”when you’re done, just remember to come and have a drink 

with me!” 

“Don’t worry! “I can’t forget ...” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

After hanging up the phone, Xia ruofei returned to the house and smiled.””The matter of inviting the 

expert to give a lecture has been settled. I’ve already asked a friend to contact him. It shouldn’t be a big 

problem!” 

“That’s great!” Chen Xuan smiled and replied,”I’ve already found some information and made a list. I 

think we can first find a large library and self – study the relevant knowledge. Otherwise, we won’t know 

anything when we meet an expert. We won’t even know where to start asking questions!” 

“Hahaha! That makes sense!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”why don’t we ... Go now! The information in 

the National Library is definitely complete! It’s not far from here, so how about we go there?” 

“I agree!” “I agree!” Chen Xuan replied. Chen Xuan said. “I agree!” Chen Xuan said. 

Chapter 3148 Exchange meet (1) 

 “Easy! What’s not easy?” Zhao Yongjun said readily,”I’m familiar with the leaders of these three 

universities, and this is an Academic Exchange, not something illegal. Who knows how many academic 

exchanges those experts and professors attend every year! What’s the problem with him participating in 

our event?” 

Zhao Yongjun couldn’t help but laugh,””Hahaha! Ruofei, I suddenly thought that our Paradise Club is the 

most suitable host for this exchange! Look! The environment there is beautiful, the facilities are 

complete, the venue is ready, and we don’t have to leave the Beijing area. The time of the experts and 

professors is easy to coordinate. They can totally take out a day to have an exchange, and then have fun 

in our club, or even soak in the hot spring! I’m sure you’ll be satisfied. What do you think of my idea?” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh.””Big brother Zhao, you’ve already planned this, right? Since you’ve 

already thought of it for me, what other opinion can I have? We’ll do as you say!” 



“Alright!” Zhao Yongjun laughed and then asked,”then which day do you want to set? I’ve already 

spoken to the school. Any day will do. The experts and professors will definitely make time for us!” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”then let’s arrange it the day after tomorrow!” How about the 

morning of the day after tomorrow?” 

He considered spending another two days in the library. Whether he could reach the level of “knowing 

what he knows” or not, he had to at least make his knowledge reserve more sufficient. Otherwise, it 

would be too embarrassing if he showed his weakness in front of the expert professor and asked some 

childish questions. 

“No problem!” Zhao Yongjun said readily,”then I’ll pass on the message! We’ll have a small Academic 

Exchange in the morning the day after tomorrow. I’ll contact the other three universities to make sure 

that the best experts in their fields can be there!” 

“Alright! Thanks!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“Don’t be so polite with me!” Zhao Yongjun laughed and said,”drink a few more glasses with me the 

night after tomorrow. It’s better than anything else!” 

“It’s a must!” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”we won’t leave until we’re drunk!” 

“Do you think I don’t know your alcohol tolerance? You can still get drunk? The so – called “you won’t go 

back until you’re drunk ...” Is that you won’t go back until I’m drunk!” Zhao Yongjun exposed Xia ruofei’s 

words without hesitation. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”it’s all the same!” It was all the same! When brothers drink, it’s mainly for 

joy! I don’t have any intention of getting anyone drunk!” 

“You said it!” Zhao Yongjun said,”if I get drunk, I’ll hold you responsible!” 

Zhao Yongjun didn’t even dare to mention the standard of drinking. Even if he had to give Xia ruofei a 

glass and a bottle, he wasn’t confident that he could make Xia ruofei drink to the ground. So, he just 

used himself as the standard, which was a bit unreasonable. 

Xia ruofei didn’t mind and smiled.””No problem!” 

After hanging up, Xia ruofei told Chen Xuan and the rest about Zhao Yongjun contacting the experts and 

professors. Then, he said,””I’ve scheduled the academic Exchange for the morning of the day after 

tomorrow. We’ll go to the library again tomorrow and the day after tomorrow to learn as much 

knowledge as possible.” 

“Alright!” Chen Xuan nodded with a smile.”I’ll follow your arrangements!” 

Xia ruofei looked at Mu Sheng and Liu Mansha and smiled.””Two seniors, the exchange will be held at 

the peach blossom clubhouse in the suburbs the day after tomorrow. It’s a small business that I started 

with my friends, and the environment is not bad! I wonder if the two seniors would be interested in 

going over to have some fun?” 



Xia ruofei didn’t wait for their reply and immediately said,””I’ve made some small decorations in the 

club. Therefore, the environment there is very unique in the secular world. If you two seniors want to go 

there together, you might as well give me some guidance!” 

Mu Sheng and Liu Mansha had originally wanted to stay in siheyuan to cultivate, but after Xia ruofei said 

that, they were suddenly interested. 

“Since little brother Xia has said so, then Valley master Liu and I have to go and take a look!” Mu Sheng 

said with a smile. 

“Fellow Daoist Xia has already piqued our curiosity, so how can we refuse?” Liu Mansha also said with a 

smile. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”then let’s go together!” Miss Xin ‘er and brother Jianfei, let’s go together. 

Putting aside the environment there, you can also experience some of the pleasures of the secular 

world! There’s a different taste to it!” 

Yu Xin ‘Er and Mu Jianfei naturally followed their elders and nodded in agreement with a smile. 

Xia ruofei had set up the nine rotation universe formation in the Paradise Club, which made the spiritual 

Qi in the Paradise Club much more abundant than the outside world. One could even cultivate all the 

time. Especially in the small villa where the eye of the formation was located, the concentration of 

spiritual Qi was much denser. 

Even the hot spring resort near the club also benefited greatly because it was located on the periphery 

of the array. Although the environment and facilities were the same as before, the business was several 

times better. From being completely deserted to being full of guests, even the owner of the hot spring 

resort didn’t know that they were taking advantage of the Paradise Club. 

Of course, everything was relative. 

After all, the nine revolutions heaven and earth formation was not a particularly high – Level formation. 

It was far inferior to the sect’s formation of Mu Sheng and the others. 

The concentration of spiritual energy in the Paradise Club was also far from that of those old sects. 

Chapter 3149 Exchange meeting (2) 

Otherwise, the Paradise Club would have long been targeted by cultivators. 

Therefore, Xia ruofei was not worried that Mu Sheng and the others would covet it after seeing it. 

Moreover, with his current strength, it was fine to bring Mu Sheng and the others there openly. He was 

confident that he would have a certain deterrent force. 

Of course, it was all because the benefits were too small. If the benefits were big enough, Xia ruofei 

would not have taken such a risk. 

For example, the Peach Blossom Island and the spirit map space. At this stage, Xia ruofei would never 

dare to expose himself to other cultivators. 

…… 



For the next two days, Xia ruofei, Chen Xuan, Song Wei, and Ling Qingxue spent all their time in the 

National Library. 

The four of them became a unique sight in the library. 

The two beautiful ladies sat quietly beside Xia ruofei and read for the whole day. 

Xia ruofei and Chen Xuan flipped through the book at an extremely fast speed, and it was hard not to 

attract attention. 

In the past two days, some people who had been reading and studying in the library were quite curious 

about this four – person team. 

Fortunately, they had only been gone for two days. Otherwise, some busybodies might have secretly 

taken photos and posted them on the internet. 

On the morning of the third day, Xia ruofei and the others took a car to the Paradise Club in the suburbs 

town of Xiaotang. 

There were so many people, but they were still divided into three cars. Zhao Yongjun had arranged for 

two Mercedes – Benz MPVs in advance to pick them up in the courtyard in liuhai Lane early in the 

morning. 

Of course, because of Mu Sheng and the others ‘special status, Xia ruofei also gave Zhao Yongjun a call 

to remind him. 

Although it was unlikely that the guests he brought would be neglected, Xia ruofei was taking 

precautions. 

Even though cultivators generally wouldn’t attack ordinary people, they couldn’t stand some people 

who sought death themselves. Therefore, it was necessary to give them a warning in advance. 

Xia ruofei and the others left the house at Sixo’ clock. They managed to get out of the congested road 

before the morning rush hour. Before eighto’ clock, they had arrived at the Paradise clubhouse. 

Today’s Academic Exchange was held in a detached villa in the clubhouse. 

Zhao Yongjun and song Rui had been waiting in front of the villa in advance. 

As soon as Xia ruofei’s car stopped, the two of them quickly came up to him. 

Xia ruofei was still the driver today. When he got out of the car, Zhao Yongjun was already in front of 

him. 

“RUO Fei!” Zhao Yongjun shouted happily,”you’ve been in Beijing for a few days. You finally have time to 

meet us!” 

Song Rui also smiled and said,”President Xia is getting busier and busier!” It’s not easy for us idle people 

to meet him!” 

Xia ruofei glanced at song Rui. He had not seen him for a few months and song Rui looked more mature. 

However, he still had that annoying mouth. 



“Don’t try that, you brat!” Xia ruofei said rudely,”if you want to die, just say it. I’ll fulfill your wish when 

we drink tonight!” 

“You think you’re good at drinking, huh?” Song Rui cried out,”I don’t believe that no one can control you 

...” 

Halfway through, song Rui thought of Xia ruofei’s abnormal drinking capacity and couldn’t help but say 

with a sad face,””It seems like no one can stop you ...” 

Xia ruofei and Zhao Yongjun couldn’t help but burst out laughing. 

At this moment, Chen Xuan and the rest alighted from their cars and walked to Xia ruofei’s side. 

“Brother Xia, this is the nine revolutions universe formation, right?” “This is interesting!” Chen Xuan 

exclaimed.  

“Easy! What’s not easy?” Zhao Yongjun said readily,”I’m familiar with the leaders of these three 

universities, and this is an Academic Exchange, not something illegal. Who knows how many academic 

exchanges those experts and professors attend every year! What’s the problem with him participating in 

our event?” 

Zhao Yongjun couldn’t help but laugh,””Hahaha! Ruofei, I suddenly thought that our Paradise Club is the 

most suitable host for this exchange! Look! The environment there is beautiful, the facilities are 

complete, the venue is ready, and we don’t have to leave the Beijing area. The time of the experts and 

professors is easy to coordinate. They can totally take out a day to have an exchange, and then have fun 

in our club, or even soak in the hot spring! I’m sure you’ll be satisfied. What do you think of my idea?” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh.””Big brother Zhao, you’ve already planned this, right? Since you’ve 

already thought of it for me, what other opinion can I have? We’ll do as you say!” 

“Alright!” Zhao Yongjun laughed and then asked,”then which day do you want to set? I’ve already 

spoken to the school. Any day will do. The experts and professors will definitely make time for us!” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”then let’s arrange it the day after tomorrow!” How about the 

morning of the day after tomorrow?” 

He considered spending another two days in the library. Whether he could reach the level of “knowing 

what he knows” or not, he had to at least make his knowledge reserve more sufficient. Otherwise, it 

would be too embarrassing if he showed his weakness in front of the expert professor and asked some 

childish questions. 

“No problem!” Zhao Yongjun said readily,”then I’ll pass on the message! We’ll have a small Academic 

Exchange in the morning the day after tomorrow. I’ll contact the other three universities to make sure 

that the best experts in their fields can be there!” 

“Alright! Thanks!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“Don’t be so polite with me!” Zhao Yongjun laughed and said,”drink a few more glasses with me the 

night after tomorrow. It’s better than anything else!” 

“It’s a must!” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”we won’t leave until we’re drunk!” 



“Do you think I don’t know your alcohol tolerance? You can still get drunk? The so – called “you won’t go 

back until you’re drunk ...” Is that you won’t go back until I’m drunk!” Zhao Yongjun exposed Xia ruofei’s 

words without hesitation. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”it’s all the same!” It was all the same! When brothers drink, it’s mainly for 

joy! I don’t have any intention of getting anyone drunk!” 

“You said it!” Zhao Yongjun said,”if I get drunk, I’ll hold you responsible!” 

Zhao Yongjun didn’t even dare to mention the standard of drinking. Even if he had to give Xia ruofei a 

glass and a bottle, he wasn’t confident that he could make Xia ruofei drink to the ground. So, he just 

used himself as the standard, which was a bit unreasonable. 

Xia ruofei didn’t mind and said with a smile,””No problem!” 

After hanging up, Xia ruofei told Chen Xuan and the rest about Zhao Yongjun contacting the experts and 

professors. Then, he said,””I’ve scheduled the academic Exchange for the morning of the day after 

tomorrow. We’ll go to the library again tomorrow and the day after tomorrow to learn as much 

knowledge as possible.” 

“Alright!” Chen Xuan nodded with a smile.”I’ll follow your arrangements!” 

Xia ruofei looked at Mu Sheng and Liu Mansha and smiled.””Two seniors, the exchange will be held at 

the peach blossom clubhouse in the suburbs the day after tomorrow. It’s a small business that I started 

with my friends, and the environment is not bad! I wonder if the two seniors would be interested in 

going over to have some fun?” 

Xia ruofei didn’t wait for their reply and immediately said,””I’ve made some small decorations in the 

club. Therefore, the environment there is very unique in the secular world. If you two seniors want to go 

there together, you might as well give me some guidance!” 

Mu Sheng and Liu Mansha had originally wanted to stay in siheyuan to cultivate, but after Xia ruofei said 

that, they were suddenly interested. 

“Since little brother Xia has said so, then Valley master Liu and I have to go and take a look!” Mu Sheng 

said with a smile. 

“Fellow Daoist Xia has already piqued our curiosity, so how can we refuse?” Liu Mansha also said with a 

smile. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”then let’s go together!” Miss Xin ‘er and brother Jianfei, let’s go together. 

Putting aside the environment there, you can also experience some of the pleasures of the secular 

world! There’s a different taste to it!” 

... 

Yu Xin ‘Er and Mu Jianfei naturally followed their elders and nodded in agreement with a smile. 

Xia ruofei had set up the nine rotation universe formation in the Paradise Club, which made the spiritual 

Qi in the Paradise Club much more abundant than the outside world. One could even cultivate all the 



time. Especially in the small villa where the eye of the formation was located, the concentration of 

spiritual Qi was much denser. 

Chapter 3150 Professor Shen (1) 

Today’s exchange meeting was completely an Academic Exchange and had nothing to do with 

cultivation, so there was no need to avoid it. The staff were all from the club. 

When they arrived at the meeting room, everything was ready. 

Everyone sat on both sides of the conference table. At this time, Shen Heping, an Associate Professor of 

the Computer Science Department of Beijing University, noticed Song Wei sitting beside Xia ruofei. His 

eyes lit up and he shouted,””Song Wei? You’re here too?” 

Just now, Song Wei and Ling Qingxue were drinking tea with Mu Sheng and the others in the living room 

on the first floor. When Wang Chi, Shen Heping, and the others arrived, Zhao Yongjun and Xia ruofei led 

them directly to the conference room on the second floor because everyone was already there. Song 

Wei and the others followed behind, so Shen Heping did not see Song Wei at first. It was only when 

everyone was seated in the conference room that he was surprised and happy as if he had discovered a 

new continent. 

After all, Song Wei’s major was archeology and had nothing to do with Computer Science. Shen Heping 

did not expect Song Wei to appear at such a small exchange meeting. 

Xia ruofei looked at Song Wei in surprise and asked with a smile,””Weiwei, do you know professor 

Shen?” 

Song Wei’s expression was a little unnatural. She nodded reluctantly and said,””They’re from the same 

school, and I’ve met professor Shen a few times before. ” 

Shen Heping said with a smile,”call me senior brother!” What professor Shen? Don’t forget that I also 

went to Beijing University for my bachelor’s degree. It’s my first degree!” 

Xia ruofei looked at the excited Shen Heping with interest, then turned to Song Wei and said with a 

smile,””I almost forgot that Wei Wei is also a top student at Beijing University! Then professor Wang and 

professor Shen can be considered your teachers!” 

Song Wei smiled and nodded. 

When Shen Heping heard Xia ruofei calling Song Wei “Weiwei” so intimately for the second time, he was 

displeased. Especially when he saw Song Wei’s respectful and distant attitude towards him, the 

dissatisfaction in his heart was even stronger. 

Shen Heping could tell that Song Wei and Xia ruofei had a close relationship. He noticed that when he 

greeted Song Wei with enthusiasm, Song Wei’s eyes showed an undisguised rejection. At the same time, 

she subconsciously leaned closer to Xia ruofei. This kind of unconscious body language was the best 

explanation. 

In fact, the relationship between Song Wei and Shen Heping was not as simple as just meeting a few 

times. 



When Shen Heping finished his studies and returned to China a few years ago, Song Wei was just in her 

second year. Once, by chance, Shen Heping met Song Wei at a club event. At first sight, he was shocked 

by her beauty, and then he began to pursue her fiercely. 

At that time, Heping Shen was just in his early 30s. He was a PhD student from a famous university who 

had just returned from overseas. He was also highly valued by the leaders of the computer research 

Institute. When he returned, he was immediately awarded the title of Associate Professor. In 

accordance with the talent introduction policy, he was given a residence permit and a house in Beijing. 

At that time, he also received a considerable amount of settling – in money. 

In addition, Shen Heping was also considered handsome. During his undergraduate years, he was very 

famous at Beijing University for being handsome and good at studying. Even in a top university like 

Beijing University, he was still the most popular type of person. 

After returning to Beijing University after getting his PhD from the United States, Shen Heping was very 

proud. 

He thought that a PhD student with good looks, a bright future, and a lot of money would be able to 

pursue an undergraduate student easily. 

He did not expect it to be so difficult to pursue Song Wei. 

No matter how hard he tried, Song Wei did not show any signs of being tempted. 

After all, Shen Heping was an Associate Professor with a certain amount of resources. Therefore, he had 

heard some information about Song Wei’s family background. Although he was not particularly clear, he 

at least knew that Song Wei’s father’s rank was not low. He was a high – ranking official in power. 

From then on, Shen Heping’s pursuit of Song Wei became even more passionate. 

However, from the time Song Wei was in her second year of University until she finished her bachelor’s 

degree, and then continued to study for her master’s degree, all the efforts Shen Heping had made on 

Song Wei over the years were in vain. There was no progress in their relationship at all, and Song Wei 

clearly showed that she was tired of him. This made Shen Heping feel a strong sense of defeat in his 

heart. 

Of course, he was more unwilling to accept it. 

Attending the so – called Academic Exchange was secondary to Shen Heping’s visit to the legendary 

Paradise Club. His main purpose was to experience it. To put it bluntly, he wanted to experience 

something new. After all, the reputation of the Paradise Club had been like the sun in the sky in the 

capital in the past few months. Even the common people in the streets often talked about this club. 

They felt that being able to visit the Paradise Club once was a different status. 

In fact, most of them had never been to the Paradise Club before. After all, only a few of them had 

membership cards. 

Therefore, two days ago, when Shen Heping heard that there was an Academic Exchange meeting held 

at the Paradise clubhouse, he immediately fought for a spot. 



Originally, professor Wang Chi was going to bring a PhD student with him. After all, the person who 

invited him to the meeting was also a very important person. The person was here for the Computer 

Science Department of Beijing University and his name, so it would be bad if he didn’t attend. 

Wang Chi saw that Shen Heping wanted to participate so much, so he reluctantly brought him along. 

After all, they did not limit the number of people who could attend. They even said that the more 

people the better, so there was no need to worry about a lack of reception 

 


